Central Classics wants to organize a range of good fairs.
Therefore there are some arrangements.

Rules and regulations Central Classics fair
1. During the exhibition days, participants can have motorcycles and mopeds for sale, swap, or show off, as long
as the year of built is 1980 or older. All other goods are directly applied to motorcycles or mopeds from that
period, this to the decission of the organization. All goods not applying to this rule will have to be removed from
the fair by the exhibitor on the first request of the organization.
2. The Central Classics fairs take place in the exhibition halls of Expo Houten in Houten, Netherlands. In the halls
is carpeting. Under motorcycles and mopeds or parts has to be an oil catch, the organization has oil catches
available. Loose parts that are displayed on the ground need a canvas beneath it, brought by the exhibitor
himself. All exhibitors are expected to deal responsibly with the carpeted floor. Fastening anything to the walls,
ceilings, pillars, etc. (with tape, pins etc.) is not allowed. Maximum height of a stand is 3.50 meter (11.5 feet).
The exhibitor is obliged to leave his stand clean and empty.
3. Exhibitors setting up times: Friday from 2.00 pm to 8.00 pm and Saturday from 7.30 to 9.15 am, all cars and
vans must have left the halls at 09.30 am (10.00 am open for visitors). Sunday open to exhibitors from 9.00 am,
entrance door number 1, no setting up possible. Break down time: Sunday from 4.00 pm to 8.00 pm.
Open to visitors: Saturday 10.00 am to 5.00 pm and Sunday from 10.00 am to 4.00 pm . All exhibitors are expected to be present during the opening hours.
At the setting up and break down cars and vans up to 3,500 kg may enter the halls (heavier vehicles and trucks
are not allowed, please consult with the organization when booking). Exhibitors follow the instructions of the
people of the organization.
4. It is not allowed to start motorcycles or mopeds in the halls. The amount of fuel in tanks should be minimal.
Batteries must be disconnected. Smoking is not allowed in any part of the building.
5. The organizer/organization is never part to, never makes part of, and is never liable for an exchange or sale
agreement or other oral or written agreement between any parties whatsoever. Everyone takes for his own risk
part in the fair, the organization is not liable for damage to goods or persons, theft or otherwise. All this in the
broadest meaning of the word.
6. Booking does not automatically give right to stand space. The organization can decide not to process a
booking form or request, and with registration confirm less than the requested stand space, change or
withdraw paid or conformed stand space, without the participant being able to claim compensation.
All paid amounts will be returned (in relation to non-use).
7. After registration, the participant receives an invoice that has to be paid within 10 days. At cancellation
within 4 weeks before the start of the fair there will be no refund. 2 weeks prior to the fair the exhibitors tickets
and information about the stand space is sent by post. Any intermediate information will preferably be sent by
email.
8. By booking, registration and/or payment for participation the exhibitor agrees with these Central Classics fair
rules and regulations. These rules and regulations are also published on the website www.centralclassics.nl.

Central Classics is organizor, and part of Dipebé Holding b.v.
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